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Name:  _key_
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE x70 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is limited open notes. You can have up to 5 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are signed and one book of
your choice about C++ and/or data structure.  Notes must not be exchanged during exam.  No other books, computer, 
calculators or cell phones.  Do not use back side without authorization as it may not be graded.  

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Problem 1A (20pts.)
Consider the following function FN, and a main program that utilizes it.  Indicate what will be printed.  Use 
“???” for unpredictable values or undefined behavior.

#include <iostream>

void FN(int* a, int b, int& c, int& d) { 
static int s = b; 
(*a)++;  a++;    b++;   c++;
s=s+10;   d = s;

}

void main() {
static int s = 11;
int a = 12, b = 13, c = 14, d = 15;
FN(&a, b, c, d);
std::cout << a << " " << b << " " << c << " " << d << " ";
FN(&a, b, c, d);
std::cout << a << " " << b << " " << c << " " << d << std::endl;

} /* PRINTED:

  __13_     __13_     __15_     __23_     __14_     __13_     __16_     __33_

  Note: some fields may remain blank, each mistake costs 2.5 points until 20 */ 

Problem 1B Quick Questions (5pts.)
Answer the questions either by writing in an answer into a blank, or circling correct one from the list:

 The range of values that can be stored in uint16_t variable is between _____0_ and _65535_

 C/C++ language standard defines that when you compute sqrt(-1.0F) using the IEEE standard float
variable.  The value returned by the function will be

-1    0    1    same/unchanged    Inf    NaN/Ind    undefined-behavior

 To prevent compiler warning when assigning int value to double  variable one uses:

   nothing is needed    static_cast    const_cast    reinterpret_cast

 The loop    for(int x=1000; x>0; x=x/0); Answer: runs_forever  ends  undefined
Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 2A (20pts.)
Write a complete short program that
- asks the user for a file name no longer than 30 characters, may include spaces from C++ cin stream
- attempts to open the file for reading using C++ stream library
- if the file can be open, close it and print the text message that the file exists and is accessible for reading
- if the file does not exist or cannot be open then print that either the file does not exist or is inaccessible

#include <cstring>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
using namespace std;
int main() {

    char name [31]; // Note: char array, C++ string library is not included
// use char array or -4p. If string is used correctly

    cout << “Name of a file to read: ” << endl;
    cin.getline( name, 31 ); // 31st char accounts for ‘\0’
// ask for a file name or -4p if one is hard-coded in the program

    ifstream file;           // 2p. File variable type
    file.open( name );       // 2p. Opening the file

    if ( file.is_open() ) {  // 4p. Checking if file is open
        cout << “The file exsits!” << endl;
    } else {
        cout << “The file does not exsit or cannot be open!” << endl;
    }

    file.close();  // 2p. Explicit closing file as instructed in lectures

// -2p. for Each unnecessary/bizarre block of code 
// Note: random program that is not relevant to the task == no credit
    return(0);
}

Problem 2B Quick Questions (5pts.)
Answer the following questions either by writing in an answer into a blank, or circling correct one from the 
list:

The same file can be open simultaneously several times for reading: FALSE   /   TRUE

After reading operation fails immediate subsequent reading may work: FALSE   /   TRUE

Writing to a file that is open for writing will never fail: FALSE    /   TRUE

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 3A (20pts.)
Implement the function that extracts the time as the integer number of hours and minutes, and a 
character ‘A’ or ‘P’ for am/pm, or ‘X’ for “time not found” .  Assume that the location of time in the 
string may vary and that the format is correct as long as either “AM” or “PM” is found in the string and 
that all required library headers are included.  “…” indicates an unspecified number of other characters
in the string. “?” indicates undefined behavior.  A few examples of the results are listed below:

Passed data: return values: h m ap
"" ? ? ‘X’
"… 1:57 PM…" 1 57 ‘P’
"…10: 3 AM…" 10 3 ‘A’

void get_time(const string & line, uint8_t& h, uint8_t& m, char &ap) {
    size_t pos1 = line.find( “AM” );
    size_t pos2 = line.find( “PM” ); 

    if ( _pos1!=  string::  npos  _ ) { /* AM was found */ // condition 2p.
      // sample solution using atoi
      ap = ‘A’; // 2p.
      h = atoi( & (line.c_str() [pos1-6] ) ); // 2p.
      m = atoi( & (line.c_str() [pos1-3] ) ); // 2p.
      // 2p. off if substring location correct but no conversion to int
      // 2p. off for additional unrelated code
    } else if ( _pos2!=  string::  npos  _ ) { /* PM was found */ // 2p.
      // sample solution using a stream
      ap = ‘P’; // 2p.
      istringstream iss( line.substr(pos2-6, 5) ); // 2p.
      char c;
      iss >> h >> c >> m; // 2p.
      // => 2p. off if only substring extracted but no conversion to int
      // 2p. off for additional unrelated code
    } else { /* neither AM nor PM was found */
      ap = ‘X’; // 4p.  // ”c” used instead of ‘c’ -2p across the function
      // 2p. off for additional unrelated code
    }     
}

Problem 3B Quick Questions (5pts.)
What is the difference between calling string::find(“abc”) and string::find_first_of(“abc”) ?

Find a sequence of characters vs. Find any of the characters from the list

What is the difference between calling string::find(“abc”) and string::rfind(“abc”) ?

Search forward from the beginning of the screen vs. backward from its end

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 4A (20pts.)
The following problems apply to the partially defined class examples that were used in a recent homework.  
Write implementations for the class method equals(…) and a function differs(…) that allows to compare two 
objects of the CITY class in a way similar to one in the Timer class example.  Implement these two functions in 
the .CPP file.

//* THE HEADER FILE – CITY.h *
…
class CITY {
private:
    double urban, suburban, exurban;
public:
    CITY(double u, double s, double x);
    double getUrban()      { return(urban); }
    double getSuburban()   { return(suburban); }
    double getExurban()    { return(exurban); }
    bool   isAlive() const { return(urban!=0||suburban!=0||exurban!=0); }
    double getTotalPopulation() const;
    void   NextYear();
    bool equals (const CITY & b) const;
};
bool differs (const CITY & a, const CITY & b);

Your implementation file:
//* THE LIBRARY IMPLEMENTATION FILE – CITY.cpp *
#include “CITY.h”

bool CITY:: equals (const CITY & b) const {

  return( urban==b.urban && suburban==b.suburban && exurban==b.exurban ); }

bool differs (const CITY & a, const CITY & b) const {

  return( a.getUrban()!=b.getUrban() || a.getSuburban()!=b.getSub… || … ); }

// 4p. FN 1st line,  4p. Correct access to left/right variable,  2p. logic

 Problem 4B Quick Questions (5pts.)
Is CITY::isAlive() an inline function? NO   /  YES

Is CITY::getTotalPopulations() an inline function? NO   /  YES

Which is the  correct way to write code assuming CITY a, b; : 

   … if (a.equals(b) ) …  or  … if (equals(a,b) ) …  or  BOTH

Can a function in general be both a friend and belong to the same class at the same time? NO   /  YES

Total errors this page: ____
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